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IMA-ABASI OKON
Infinite Slippage: nonRepugnant Insolvencies
T!-a!-r!-r!-y!-i!-n!-g! as Hand Claps of M’s
Hard’Loved’Flesh
[I’M irreducibly-undone because]
—Quantum Leanage-Complex-Dub
Chisenhale Gallery presents a new commission by London and
Amsterdam based artist Ima-Abasi Okon. Okon works with sculpture,
sound and video to produce installations that explore exhibition-making
as an exercise in syntax, adopting linguistic and grammatical structures
within her installations as a way of complicating the construction of
knowledge.
For her new commission at Chisenhale Gallery, Okon brings together
a vocabulary of symbols embedded in both hand-made and massproduced materials to explore representations of the body and
the formation of taste, value and excess. A series of industrial air
conditioners are adapted to become hosts for a new multi-channel
sound piece comprising an existing audio track that has been slowed
down. Acting as both a cooling system for the gallery and as a vehicle
for the sound work, the fans perform at various speeds and durations.
The gallery ceiling has been partially lowered using a standardised
modular system, often found within offices, retail spaces, waiting rooms
and other administrative environments. The mass-produced ceiling
tiles have been smeared with an invisible mixture of morphine, insulin,
ultrasound gel and gold, imbuing the otherwise everyday objects with a
personal, totemic charge.
Hand-crafted glass light shades, each adorned with an opulent design
and filled with palm oil and Courvoisier VS Cognac, hang from the
ceiling. With the introduction of these liquids, the lights emit a golden
glow, further highlighting an atmospheric friction between Okon’s
production processes, pointing to the possibilities of magic as a
sculptural act. Okon’s ongoing use of oriented strand board, painted
with varnish and framed with ‘exotic woods’ further explore how value
is assigned to a given object or material through its categorisation,
modes of display and origin.
Through the use of sound, scale and light, Okon’s new commission
makes audible and palpable an excess, or surplus, that is often silenced
or not seen and in doing so questions how to represent a body in
its absence.

Okon’s exhibition continues Chisenhale Gallery’s Commissions
Programme for 2019, which includes new commissions by artists
Ghislaine Leung, Mandy El-Sayegh and Sidsel Meineche Hansen.
Through her work, Okon explores new discourses on institutional
critique, labour and value, themes that recur throughout Chisenhale
Gallery’s programme for 2019.

Biography
Ima-Abasi Okon lives and works between London and Amsterdam.
Selected exhibitions include: The Weather Garden: Anne Hardy curates
the Arts Council Collection, Towner Art Gallery, Eastbourne; Sur—
[MIX-USE COMMODITY] —plus, Kingsgate Project Space, London;
Parables for the BLAZER: Mahalia’s EXCISTENCEandEXISTENTSHyPE fragrant stacking balm (306.HAL), Plaza Plaza, London;
13th Dak’Art Biennale, Dakar, Senegal; There’s something in the
conversation that is more interesting than the finality of (a title), The
Showroom, London (all 2018); UNTITLED: Art on the Conditions of
Our Time, New Art Exchange, Nottingham (2017); and OUTPOST
Members’ Show 2016, Norwich (2016). In 2018, she was awarded both
the Nigel Greenwood Research Prize and the Summer Residency at
Hospitalfield, Scotland. She is currently participating in the residency
programme at Rijksakademie voor beeldende kunsten (Academy for
fine arts), Amsterdam.

LIST OF WORKS
Gallery, clockwise from entrance:
M-C-M (1 with Peace, 2 without Peace, 3 with Peace, 4 without Peace, 5 with Peace, 6 without Peace, 7 with Peace,

8 without Peace, 9 with Peace, 10 without Peace, 11 with Peace, 12 without Peace, 13 with Peace, 14 without Peace, 15
with Peace, 16 without Peace, 17 with Peace, 18 without Peace, 19 with Peace, 20 without Peace, 21 with Peace, 22
without Peace, 23 with Peace, 24 without Peace, 25 with Peace, 26 without Peace, 27 with Peace, 28 without Peace,
29 with Peace, 30 without Peace, 31 with Peace, 32 without Peace, 33 with Peace, 34 without Peace, 35 with Peace, 36
without Peace, 37 with Peace, 38 without Peace, 39 with Peace, 40 without Peace, 41 with Peace, 42 without Peace,
43 with Peace, 44 without Peace, 45 with Peace, 46 without Peace, 47 with Peace, 48 without Peace, 49 with Peace, 50
without Peace, 51 with Peace, 52 without Peace, 53 with Peace, 54 without Peace, 55 with Peace, 56 without Peace,
57 with Peace, 58 without Peace, 59 with Peace, 60 without Peace, 61 with Peace, 62 without Peace, 63 with Peace, 64
without Peace, 65 with Peace, 66 without Peace, 67 with Peace, 68 without Peace, 69 with Peace, 70 without Peace,
71 with Peace, 72 without Peace, 73 with Peace, 74 without Peace, 75 with Peace, 76 without Peace, 77 with Peace, 78
without Peace, 79 with Peace, 80 without Peace, 81 with Peace, 82 without Peace, 83 with Peace, 84 without Peace,
85 with Peace, 86 without Peace, 87 with Peace, 88 without Peace, 89 with Peace, 90 without Peace, 91 with Peace, 92
without Peace, 93 with Peace, 94 without Peace, 95 with Peace, 96 without Peace, 97 with Peace, 98 without Peace, 99

with Peace, 100 without Peace, 101 with Peace, 102 without Peace, 103 with Peace, 104 without Peace, 105 with Peace,
106 without Peace, 107 with Peace, 108 without Peace, 109 with Peace, 110 without Peace, 111 with Peace, 112 without
Peace, 113 with Peace,114 without Peace, 115 with Peace, 116 without Peace, 117 with Peace, 118 without Peace, 119
with Peace, 120 without Peace, 121 with Peace, 122 without Peace, 123 with Peace, 124 without Peace, 125 with Peace,
126 without Peace, 127 with Peace, 128 without Peace, 129 with Peace, 130 without Peace, 131 with Peace, 132 without
Peace, 133 with Peace, 134 without Peace, 135 with Peace, 136 without Peace, 137 with Peace, 138 without Peace, 139
with Peace, 140 without Peace, 141 with Peace, 142 without Peace, 143 with Peace, 144 without Peace, 145 with Peace,
146 without Peace, 147 with Peace, 148 without Peace, 149 with Peace, 150 without Peace, 151 with Peace, 152 without
Peace, 153 with Peace, 154 without Peace, 155 with Peace, 156 without Peace, 157 with Peace 158 without Peace, 159
with Peace, 160 without Peace, 161 with Peace, 162 without Peace, 163 with Peace, 164 without Peace, 165 with Peace,
166 without Peace, 167 with Peace, 168 without Peace, 169 with Peace, 170 without Peace, 171 with Peace, 172 without
Peace, 173 with Peace, 174 without Peace,175 with Peace, 176 without Peace, 177 with Peace, 178 without Peace, 179
with Peace, 180 without Peace, 181 with Peace, 182 without Peace, 183 with Peace, 184 without Peace, 185 with Peace,
186 without Peace, 187 with Peace, 188 without Peace, 189 with Peace, 190 without Peace, 191 with Peace, 192 without
Peace, 193 with Peace, 194 without Peace, 195 with Peace, 196 without Peace, 197 with Peace, 198 without Peace, 199
with Peace, 200 without Peace, 201 with Peace, 202 without Peace, 203 with Peace, 204 without Peace, 205 with Peace,
206 without Peace, 207 with Peace, 208 without Peace, 209 with Peace, 210 without Peace, 211 with Peace, 212 without
Peace, 213 with Peace, 214 without Peace, 215 with Peace, 216 without Peace, 217 with Peace, 218 without Peace, 219
with Peace, 220 without Peace, 221 with Peace, 222 without Peace, 223 with Peace, 224 without Peace, 225 with Peace,
226 without Peace, 227 with Peace, 228 without Peace, 229 with Peace, 230 without Peace, 231 with Peace, 232 without
Peace, 233 with Peace, 234 without Peace, 235 with Peace, 236 without Peace, 237 with Peace, 238 without Peace, 239
with Peace, 240 without Peace, 241 with Peace, 242 without Peace, 243 with Peace, 244 without Peace, 245 with Peace,
246 without Peace,247 with Peace, 248 without Peace, 249 with Peace, 250 without Peace, 251 with Peace, 252 without
Peace, 253 with Peace, 254 without Peace, 255 with Peace, 256 without Peace, 257 with Peace, 258 without Peace, 259
with Peace, 260 without Peace, 261 with Peace, 262 without Peace, 263 with Peace, 264 without Peace, 265 with Peace,
266 without Peace, 267 with Peace, 268 without Peace, 269 with Peace, 270 without Peace, 271 with Peace, 272 without
Peace, 273 with Peace, 274 without Peace, 275 with Peace, 276 without Peace, 277 with Peace, 278, without Peace 279

with Peace, 280 without Peace, 281 with Peace, 282 without Peace, 283 with Peace, 284 without Peace, 285 with Peace,
286 without Peace, 287 with Peace, 288 without Peace, 289 with Peace, 290 without Peace, 291 with Peace, 292 without
Peace, 293 with Peace, 294 without Peace, 295 with Peace, 296 without Peace, 297 with Peace, 298 without Peace, 299
with Peace, 300 without Peace, 301 with Peace, 302 without Peace, 303 with Peace, 304 without Peace, 305 with Peace,
306 without Peace, 307 with Peace, 308 without Peace, 309 with Peace, 310 without Peace, 311 with Peace, 312 without
Peace, 313 with Peace, 314 without Peace, 315 with Peace, 316 without Peace, 317 with Peace, 318 without Peace, 319
with Peace, 320 without Peace, 321 with Peace, 322 without Peace, 323 with Peace, 324 without Peace, 325 with Peace,
326 without Peace, 327 with Peace, 328 without Peace, 329 with Peace, 330 without Peace, 331 with Peace, 332 without
Peace, 333 with Peace, 334 without Peace, 335 with Peace, 336 without Peace, 337 with Peace, 338 without Peace, 339
with Peace, 340 without Peace, 341 with Peace, 342 without Peace, 343 with Peace, 344 without Peace, 345 with Peace,
346 without Peace, 347 with Peace, 348 without Peace, 349 with Peace, 350 without Peace, 351 with Peace, 352 without
Peace, 353 with Peace, 354 without Peace, 355 with Peace, 356 without Peace, 357 with Peace, 358 without Peace, 359

(2019)
Metal grid, 363 white fissured ceiling tiles, wire, morphine, insulin,
ultrasound gel and gold
19.71 x 6.61m

with Peace, 360 without Peace, 361 with Peace, 362 without Peace, 363 with Peace),

When the —[After-the-world presocial vivid thereness and ongoingly]
— is in the system, (2019)
Polished steel, LED lights, hand-blown lead crystal, palm oil,
Courvoisier VS Cognac
20.5 x 11cm
When the —[After-the-world presocial vivid therenessss and
ongoinglyy] — is in the system, (2019)
Polished steel, LED lights, hand-blown lead crystal, palm oil,
Courvoisier VS Cognac
20.5 x 11cm
When the —[After-the-world presocial vivid therenessssss and
ongoinglyyy] — is in the system, (2019)
Polished steel, LED lights, hand-blown lead crystal, palm oil,
Courvoisier VS Cognac
20.5 x 11cm
When the —[After-the-world presocial vivid therenessssssss and
ongoinglyyyy] — is in the system, (2019)
Polished steel, LED lights, hand-blown lead crystal, palm oil,
Courvoisier VS Cognac
20.5 x 11cm
When the —[After-the-world presocial vivid therenessssssssss and
ongoinglyyyyy] — is in the system, (2019)
Polished steel, LED lights, hand-blown lead crystal, palm oil,
Courvoisier VS Cognac
20.5 x 11cm

When the —[After-the-world presocial vivid therenessssssssssss and
ongoinglyyyyyy] — is in the system, (2019)
Polished steel, LED lights, hand-blown lead crystal, palm oil,
Courvoisier VS Cognac
20.5 x 11cm
(Unbounded [sic]-Vibrational [sic] Always [sic]-on-the-Move [sic])
Praising Flesh (An _Extra aSubjective p,n,e,u,m,a-mode of Being
T,o,g,e,t,h,e,r), (2019)
11 stripped air conditioner inverters, 500 metres of power cables,
three DMX controllers
Dimensions variable
alongside-ness with-out identification1 + excess over the original value1
< (A-------d--------o---------r--------n), (2019)
Six channel sound
14’30’’, looped
Mahalia’s CounterApparatus: A profound Intimacy of inter—locking
detail— I want it Alot More M-o-i-s-t, Wett’er, What! What! Yes!
(Redmahogany&Mahogany&Kolonial&Walnut), (2019)
Orientated strand Board, kolonial polyurethane varnish, mahogany
polyurethane varnish, red mahogany polyurethane varnish, walnut
polyurethane varnish, purple heart, tulip, walnut, wenge, zebrano
Dimensions variable

TALKS & EVENTS
As part of the commissioning process, a programme of events has
been devised in collaboration with Ima-Abasi Okon.
Saturday 6 July, 2pm
The Soundhoppers, a sound exploration playgroup run by Wajid
Yaseen and Mara Bueno, lead a workshop for children (5 – 11 years)
and their parents or carers in response to Ima-Abasi Okon’s exhibition.
The workshop explores the wider creative possibilities of sound to
develop careful listening and sonic curiosity.
Friday 12 July, 9 – 10.30am
An early morning viewing of Ima-Abasi Okon’s exhibition with an
introduction to the work by Emma Moore, Curator: Engagement at
Chisenhale Gallery. Coffee and cakes are generously provided by the
East End Women’s Institute.
Saturday 13 July, 2pm
ChisenhaleHz—a collective of young people who meet regularly at
Chisenhale Gallery—present a round table discussion considering
what, or who, defines the ‘centre’. Devised in response to themes in
Ima-Abasi Okon’s exhibition, the discussion will explore ideas of
value and taste as articulations of the ‘centre’, locating these ideas
within wider social and historic contexts.
Thursday 25 July, 7pm
Devised by artist Christian Nyampeta, Comprendre et s’exprimer, is an
evening of thoughts, poems, songs, dances and videos in response to
Ima-Abasi Okon’s exhibition.
Saturday 17 August, 2 - 5pm
Curator and writer Taylor Le Melle leads fixing-to-use, a seminar
in response to Ima-Abasi Okon’s exhibition. Le Melle will review
concepts that have been put forward by one particular system of
english grammar, ‘fixing-to-use’ elements that can structure an english
sentence or phrase. Elements discussed include: Fragments, Modifiers,
Agreement, Parallelism, Reference.
Tuesday 20 August, 7pm
Ima-Abasi Okon is joined in conversation with Marina Vishmidt,
writer, editor and Lecturer in Culture Industry at Goldsmiths,
University of London, to discuss her new commission at
Chisenhale Gallery.

All events are free to attend, unless otherwise stated, but booking is
strongly advised. Please visit chisenhale.eventbrite.co.uk or ask at the
front desk to make a reservation.
BSL interpretation for events at Chisenhale Gallery is available on
request. Please contact emma.moore@chisenhale.org.uk for further
information. Please be advised that two weeks notice is required in
order to confirm an interpreter.

Interview with IMA-ABASI OKON
Ellen Greig: I thought a good place to start would be to talk about your
approach to what you have described as “exhibition -making as a form
of syntax”, which is often reflected in the wordplay of your titling. For
example, your title for your new commission here at Chisenhale Gallery
is: Infinite Slippage: nonRepugnant Insolvencies T!-a!-r!-r!-y!-i!-n!-g!
as Hand Claps of M’s Hard’Loved’Flesh [I’M irreducibly-undone
because] —Quantum Leanage-Complex-Dub.
Ima-Abasi Okon: My use of syntax in my work is fleshing out a
language that is appropriate for my gait. I like to have a structure that
is able to contain everything that I’m thinking about, and everything I
am thinking about in that moment. I see my use of titling, as well as my
approach to making work, reflective of this process. I don’t just turn up
as an artist, and whatever that identity may mean, I turn up with all the
other aspects of who I am, or who I am attempting to be. I’m working
through this all at the same time. There are all these other factors that
contribute to how I approach making work: did I wake up ok? Did I
floss this morning? I think for a long time I considered the ‘proper’
way of acting in a professionalised context was to edit certain traits of
myself. There is an idea that some actions or feelings are ‘proper’ for a
particular context and some of these things are not. I actually want to
do away with that preconception of what a certain professional space
warrants of me, because I don’t find it helpful.
I am also preoccupied with the role the titles play in ‘understanding’
the work. The other day you said my title for this exhibition is like a
riddle, like a series of clues, and that’s one way to think about them. On
the surface they may appear opaque, but there are individuals to whom
some of the contents of the title will feel like a confidentiality breach. I
would insist that the titles are extremely generous if you sit with them.
But it requires the viewer to do some work.
In my work I don’t want to only concentrate on one concern, so I want
to reflect this in some way through the titling. All of these words, and
how they are expressed, are equally important, there’s no hierarchy.
They all arrive at the same speed, like twenty darts coming towards you
at the same time. I am also thinking about rhythm, about pace, prophesy
as well as some other things that I am not prepared to give away.
EG: Putting it all into a pot.
IAO: Basically, like one massive stew. Also, I am riffing off a practice
in philosophy, the way that theorists coin new terms to frame ideas.

Because I genuinely feel a dissonance between my experience, and the
apparatus that I have been given to communicate verbally.
EG: I’m interested in the use and inclusion of the word ‘tarrying’ in the
title for your exhibition, as well as the use of punctuation when spelling
the word. It invites you to read the word in a certain way – both excited,
and slow or disjointed.
IAO: Tarrying is an important part of this new body of work. Tarrying
in terms of a stilled intensity of waiting, of slowing down. An intended
dwelling on something, or the waiting for something to arrive. Through
both the work in the exhibition and through this simple wordplay,
I’m trying to make a place palpable for something else. I don’t know
whether I’ve made this work for the living or for the dead.
I use punctuation to complicate how language is read and in turn show
up the incompetency in its structure to be a total representational
device. For example, when we see an exclamation mark, we know that
the sentence is said with emphasis or there is some shock or excitement
around it. Or, with a comma, it is supposed to be a break in speech,
a pause. I understand punctuation as a system to illuminate meaning.
Typographically if we sit with the 14 punctuation marks commonly
used within the English grammar system, they can also phonetically
map an individual’s rhythm. The rule in place for their usage doesn’t
work, or can’t describe all rhythms, without a certain level of
oppression or violence. Everyone has a unique rhythm. Sometimes I
stutter and sometimes it takes me a while, I might say one word and
there is a massive pause, and so I need twenty commas after that. I
want to map that for myself. What does that communication look like
specifically to me? Why do I have to wrap that around a grammar
which is inadequate? And certainly, why should I continue to subscribe
to one that is so?
EG: What about communication that is not tied to spoken or written
language, but is more bodily or visual?
IAO: They are also of importance. There is a concentrated effort to
increase my proficiency in bodily communication. A praxis that is
not only built on this, but privileges different faculties in the process
of locating knowledge. This has also been informed through my role
teaching on a university course and having to facilitate a variety of
visual languages. My starting point with the students is that we’re
attempting to firm up is another language for them to speak, which is
exclusively set by them mentally emotionally and physically. How do
you allow everyone to turn up in their default? Without any kind of
exterior influence? And craft communication from there?

EG: An unlearning semiotics?
IAO: Totally. Some of the students arrive and they say, “Hey, this
is how we’re supposed to be, this is what design is supposed to look
like” yet those decisions don’t belong to them, in that they haven’t
arrived at these conclusions through a period of their own study, but by
a policy which then goes on to produce a culture. It needs debunking.
In all spheres. What does it actually look like to you? What does it
sound like? What does it feel like? How does it taste? Let’s go about
mapping that.
EG: Can you tell me about the inclusion of the works you have made
with oriented strand board, painted with varnish and framed with
various ‘exotic woods’?
IAO: They belong to an ongoing series that I currently refer to as
Mahalia Jackson. They’re reoccurring, and always preform in the same
way. They provide hope, and speak about aspiration, but mainly hope.
As a comma on the baseline, or as an apostrophe marking a relationship
of possession. Whenever Mahalia is referenced in the title, know that
there’s a conjuring of hope and at least one of these will be present. Go
and sit with Mahalia, everything you need to know about how these
works operate or attempt to, is with her. She’s exceptional. Beyond
actually. As for their inclusion, hope is a technology that makes things
visible. I am trying to ride on that. Grease the tarrying wheels.
EG: We have installed a temporary ceiling across part of the gallery
space. The ceiling is made with a modular design that is commonly
found in administrative spaces – from waiting rooms to retail spaces, to
doctors’ rooms and offices.
IAO: I have used a modular ceiling design for a few reasons. One
being that the very nature of the design always creates an excess and
produces division within the original architectural structure that houses
it. Another, is that it’s become a ubiquitous aesthetic in institutional
places of waiting, processing, being processed, policy manufacturing,
administration and the like, in which the outcomes of some of these can
and have been nefarious.
This work comprises 363 tiles and we have partially lowered the ceiling
of the gallery. It’s high enough to walk under, but low enough to feel
a little oppressive. I am cautious not to be reductive with this analogy,
but it is important. It’s a formal and conceptual language. And one that
can be felt. This space might refer to walking into Human Resources at
work, because of an unpaid invoice, and so on.

My interest also lies in the space above it that is hidden. Negated and
concluded as being unnecessary, excessive to the requirement. I am
thinking about this as a proxy for what I’ve talked about before –
people who live in social death and are eliminated from the category
of the human; those who are marginalised and kept on the periphery.
A zone of banishment. I’m interested in that zone. It is rich with
knowledges that aren’t caught up in normalised disciplinary boundaries,
despite how the dominant structures or ‘world-making-project’ have
labelled this zone. Since the end of the Earth is being actualised, we
need to tarry here in this zone. The ‘world-making project’ has tried
to make the end of the Earth quotidian for those in that zone... Despite
this, strategies are already in place to exist and to live and thrive inspite-of these conditions. I like to think it’s because there’s a bodily
understanding of the difference between the construct of the world and
the actuality of the Earth, which generates joy and a generative space
to ‘thrive-in-spite-of’. This is the type of surplus I am interested in and
thinking through.
For example, how do you get up in the morning with all the shit that
you’re dealing with? You are still pausing to acknowledge a sweet 16th
birthday –in-spite-of, you’re still loving on one another—in-spite-of,
cooking for others and performing hospitality—in-spite-of. If those
‘world-making’ folk can just get over the policy they have in place for
how certain bodies look, sound, move, eat and run a whole knowledge
opens up. That is what the world needs. Not even the world, forget
the world, because as I have pointed out, the idea of the world is a
construct, but the Earth needs it, and we see that. That’s a very real
thing especially now.
That is why I like the Television programme Derry Girls, which is set
in Northern Ireland. Here, the conflict in life, or violence in their life,
is somewhat arbitrary, it’s not the main focus – it is what happens in
the background. These individuals are still finding out about the tingles
in their body or lambasting the arrival of a pimple in the morning.
I really enjoyed the fact that these normal life scenarios have been
foregrounded and not to erased or moved from view in replace of
narratives around struggle, of which they are also experiencing. They
can exist side by side. Unfortunately, time and time again, you become
defined by the trauma and this is the only way for you to be engaged.
The elasticity on skin is incredible. Once the need to stretch has gone,
it goes back to normal. Anyway, that’s why I think that Derry Girls is
great because it doesn’t do that.
EG: Embedded into the ceiling are hand-made glass light shades, each
individually cut with a design. You’ve filled these glass lights with a
mixture of palm oil and Courvoisier VS Cognac.

IAO: These glass lampshades are opulent, delicate and you wouldn’t
necessarily find them installed within this type of ceiling. I am
interested in making this clinical, lowered ceiling space, which
physically bears on the body, richer. How do you exist and operate in
a space that is structurally life limiting? You can hack it. There’s a lot
of ‘fixing to use’ (to use a friend and collaborator, Taylor Le Melle’s
term) going on in this exhibition. How to ‘fix to use’ a situation or topic
or feeling that’s being projected onto me externally, or that I am being
forced into, into a scenario that works for me? Again, how do I live in
this in spite of that? These lights also become hosts for a mixture of
palm oil and Courvoisier VS Cognac and I have installed them in pairs,
hung closely together.
EG: The glass shades and the ceiling tiles represent very different
approaches to production processes and material value. Why have you
used these two materials?
IAO: For me, it’s important that the production of both the ceiling and
the lights are the antithesis of one another. I’m interested in the tension
between the production process of the mass-produced ceiling tiles and
structure, against the lampshades which have been individually made
and crafted by two different fabricators based in the West Midlands
who have been working with this craft for decades. Reg, who cut the
glass, chose each design and went for it and they are amazing. And let’s
not forget Alister! He hand-blew the glass structures, so they are all
slightly different shapes and sizes.
The glass is more autobiographical. The style in which the lights have
been designed takes influence from glass decanters. It is a material I
think through in terms of socialising, but was also used as an indicator
of wealth. The sociality around them, comes from my dad. It is about
entertainment. Radical Anticipatory Hospitality. My parents have a
more social life than I do. They have an impulse to entertain, to greet,
to host. Sitting at the table and communing with someone or getting
into conversation and laughter. That is what those represent for me.
These types of decanters are normally sold with two glasses. So, it is
not an individual endeavour, of course you can sit down and drink by
yourself, but it’s really about being together. That’s how I arrived at this
as a material, actually. All the other stuff about class, about production,
about quality, about taste came after, the more I sat with it.
EG: That’s why you became specifically interested in working with
glass blowing and cutting, which is a dying craft.

IAO: Totally. Reg, the glass cutter, has invested so much into it. He
did this for thirty, thirty-five years. He has this skill set which is no
longer wanted or desired in the same way that it once was. He can
produce maybe 20 of these cut glass objects a day. Which he used as
a selling point when I first met him. That’s the totality of his skill, its
relation to the demand. But now we don’t need 20 a day, yet he still has
the muscle memory to do that. I find that really interesting. I am also
interested in why this style of design is no longer desirable or valuable.
EG: Let’s go back to what you were talking about earlier in relation
to spells. On the ceiling panels you have smeared an invisible layer of
ultrasound gel, insulin and morphine that has been mixed together with
some of your mum’s gold jewellery.
IAO: These materials need to go into the space before me… For
example, if I’m going to be hosted by Chisenhale Gallery or another
institute, this gesture of applying the liquid prepares the area for me
to come in. What do I need to prepare to take up this offer? What do I
need as an artist that’s also taking on a particular set of optics? What
do I need to take up this offer so that I can enjoy it and thrive in it? If
either of those things are possible?
These medical liquids, ultrasound gel, insulin and morphine also temper
the body – they all have an effect on the body. I am interested in how
the idea of a body can be applied to different objects and materials. And
in doing so, represent a body that’s not here.
In this exhibition I’m trying to avoid figurative representation in the
traditional sense. How do I constitute a body without allowing it to be
a spectacle, without allowing it to be consumed in a particular way?
Because again, those conditions are not present. I don’t know when
they are going to be right. Until that happens then, I don’t want to make
a spectacle of anything.
EG: For me, the body is also implicated within the sound installation
within the space. You have installed 11 air conditioners on one of the
gallery walls, and these fans host a new sound work titled alongsideness with-out identification1 + excess over the original value1 < (A------d--------o---------r--------n). Could you talk about this installation?
IAO: I think about air conditioners as cyclical systems that not only
affect an atmosphere but are containers that have the potential to hold,
give and receive. This comes down to breath. What happens when
someone’s breath is obstructed or someone’s capacity to breathe is
obstructed, limited, or is policed. To be out of breath is a much broader

conversation and can be used as an analytic of value extraction under
capitalism.
Each fan is programmed to perform at different speeds, or durations
and they run continuously on a loop. I worked with Jack James to make
the programme and mix the sound. The contents of the air conditioners
have been gutted and only the fan has been left. Six of the fans host the
sound work, which plays out, through the moving fan. Every moment,
depending on where you are in the space, you might feel like a light
touch of air, like you’re touched by something. So, there’s also this play
in terms of where the body is and what body is being privileged. And I
want to privilege and make people notice this space above the ceiling.
EG: The sound work can be heard throughout the entire gallery space,
but is projected to this ‘surplus’ space above the ceiling. Your previous
works have also used the vent as a host for sound. What is your interest
in sound specifically?
IAO: I think that a lot of our issues are because there has been an
overdetermination of the world through sight. I think that’s number
one. Not only has it been overdetermined through sight it has been
overdetermined from a humanistic point of view. Recalling that
‘human’ often doesn’t mean everyone. Sound does this other thing, it’s
another technology that allows perception in a different way, certainly
with more affect. More feeling.
EG: It asks you to pay attention.
IAO: My interest in sound and why I am moving away from
representations of the figure or moving away from an image in terms
of the photographic, is because I feel the photographic is locked in this
particular place, it’s imbued with anthropological and ethnographical
hang-ups. It’s jurisdictive of someone’s understanding of an extremely
biased mode of what I was talking about earlier in regards to what is
seen as ‘proper’. An example of the problem with the image is the
numerous instances of documented, police brutality that have yielded
zero consequence in ‘democratic spaces’ of justice. Something happens
to that document that causes it not to be seen by everyone in the same
way. To me it’s just performing an ancestral trait. The photograph is
also a retrospective gesture. The education system will have you believe
that some races don’t have a history.
So, what is the new, more equitable format for representation? For me,
sound hasn’t been owned or claimed in a way that the photographic has,
politically, institutionally. Yes, there are industries around it if we think

we think about music. But I don’t think it’s been claimed in one way
to marginalise one group of people over another. Which I think the
photographic has. Though there are municipal attempts to do so, under
noise control, but that’s a very recent history in comparison.
EG: What is the sound that we are hearing through the air
conditioners?
IAO: I’ve slowed down a re-mixed version of Adorn by Miguel. Since
a friend played me a chopped and screwed version of the original, I’ve
been obsessed with it. I listened to it on repeat, for days. I really like
this idea of how two versions of the same song can be released and
what that brings up about copyright and originality. Adorn is a track
that everyone knows about – it’s not underground. But, then someone
else puts another version of it out at the same time. The audience for
that new version might be completely different from the audience for
the original version, of course with overlaps. I am interested in this
system of distribution.
I also started looking into the ecology around this process of slowing
down pre-existing tracks, as well as talking to my brother about this
process and thinking through what this means politically – to slow
down. What does it mean to slow things down? And slowing down
as a form of opting out. Also thinking about what does it mean to be
‘slow’, the connotations with that and its relationship to ableism, and
laziness. Which effects how you are then moved through a system that
desires to extract a type of labour from you. Again, circling back to
strategies it could be argued that a reclamation project is underway;
asserting a right to insolvency in the way theorist, ‘Bifo’ Berardi talks
about how actually, let’s use laziness and stillness and not produce as a
way to resist the structure that we’re in. Like, “hey you over there have
a predilection to be lazy!” Nope, I am just not going to produce in the
way you think I should/can produce.
EG: Let’s call it Capitalism.
IAO: Let’s call it what it is, right? It needs to be slowed all the way
down. The sound work represents a moment of respite, of stillness.
EG: Do we need to be making room to tarry?
IAO: Yeah. I think slowing down is productive. I hope that with this
exhibition we are creating a generative space… The word ‘productive’
has been claimed too much by the exploitive nature of Capitalism, so
we need to look at another term, like generative. It could be a feeling or

a smile, it’s the small things as well as the big things. It’s not that we’re
producing this or that, it could be more invisible. It could be healing or
just making you feel good. That’s generative.
Interviewed by Ellen Greig, Curator: Commissions, Chisenhale
Gallery, on Friday 21 June 2019 at Chisenhale Gallery, London.
Chisenhale Interviews, series editor, Polly Staple, Director,
Chisenhale Gallery.
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